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ABSTRACT
This study slot in different theories that built to state the way acquired identity stating could have aim and purposes

specially in upholding the major diverse identity by making free from prejudice, stereotype, partiality, discrimination,

and identity ignorance as if relation building to agenda of freedom incorporation and preservation of specific rights

in line to human and democratic right as the case usually interrelation putting together definitely issued with the

reality on the ground among diverse having communities. So therefore, these theories usually coming up with the

justification building while stating identity in official way as public endeavor consequently with purpose of

consideration giving more enhancing. More acceptance building, more combating the system that endanger various

diverse identities that exist across the globe including not only the way we state but also the aim of stating must be

theorized. As such theorizing to mean working on such diverse identity enhancing and free from endangering as if

possible since the respective theory coming up with fundamental assumption, principle as well as philosophical

understanding both among the practitioners of diverse identity as well as the executive organs whether the case public

of governmental as well as international level exist as if also beyond. In such way, the most important issue of

consideration given theories within the study taking hold inclusively correctionism theory of identity, acceptianism

theory of identity as well as stainism theory in the same area of taking into account.
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INTRODUCTION

In the area of identity and diverse holding identity communality
as well as the consideration of the respective members of the
same community and beyond, currently various theories,
perspectives, school of thoughts as well as the philosophical
ideology that targets to incorporate the issue of diversity, diverse
identity together with pluralily stating of the same diverse
identity as if encouragingly taking into account and the avowed
theories have been built as the new creative act (7Meseret Bekele,
2021; 9Meseret Bekele, 2020; 10Meseret Bekele, 2020). In such a
way, others such as works in the area of diversity issue taking
hold the way taking to embrace diverse identity usually stating
possibly issued as officially as an open public venture. In case of
such diversely existing acquired identity could likely well
mentioned based on the philosophical and theoretically
guideline with own fundamental assumption and philosophical
principle as a guideline to be taking hold (7Meseret Bekele,
2021). For the same area acquiring diverse identity including the
way those diverse identity incorporated into diversity democracy

in inclusive way as if also taking into consideration in different
but few works taking into account while the development of
theories as well as philosophical ideology taking into
place(2Meseret Bekele, 2020; 10Meseret Bekele, 2020). In the
same area, identity transformation as well as cohesion building
coming up with different other independent theories of various
kinds (5Meseret Bekele, 2020). For the sake of mentioning as an
open public officially as well as incorporation of the same
diversity of identity into implementation to fully realize not only
the objective related to upholding but also recognition, respect,
preservation couple with the preservation of human and
democratic rights as if positivity and positive attitude cultivating
towards any diversity, diverse identity as well as every reality exist
among diverse identity constituting community of any as well as
also respective community members taking into consideration as
if obliged. On the other side, taking holding of building
toleration among diverse identity having of any community as
well as taking into consideration each and every respective
members of the same respective community and beyond
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including the way the usually formerly hampered cultural
elements to be healed based on the need and demand of the
respective community as cultural restoration as if based on the
acquired identity of any whether the case communally exist
societal norms, languages as well as others as if also up holding
the needed and required competences belongs to individual
members of the same and other respective community as if for
the case of realization of the former recognition and toleration
building up based on positivity cultivation as if also among most
importantly taking into account in formerly conducted studies
in line to diversity and diverse identity(3Meseret Bekele,
2021;6Meseret Bekele, 2021; 8Meseret Bekele, 2020). Couple
with this, consideration bearing any reality among any
community that exist elsewhere as the case of such reality
consideration bearing equally needed as might lead to the
preservation of human and democratic right as well as well
reasonably cultivating and preserving the harmonized livelihood
leading possibly resulted (9Meseret Bekele, 2020). In other
similar interpretation as if the former usually possibly resulted as
to the way cultivation of developing peaceful coexistently
livelihood leading that might requires its upholding and taking
into consideration from planning to implementation projects
with progression taking hold in line with global dynamism
specially whether the case of taking into holding contemporary
globalization as well as various internal and external influence
bearing factors that locally or internationally (3Meseret Bekele,
2021;7Meseret Bekele,2021; 11Meseret Bekele, 2021). As to such
area of stating and others taking into consideration in various
areas as if aim building while mention as well as to issue the
formerly well un done area of consideration of diversity and
diverse identity in relation to stating the upholding either single
in case of normative as well as bi-identity mentioning in case of
additive theory as well as submissive based stating several
acquired identity as if still coming up with identified gap
formerly that usually filled with in this new study as the major
area of consideration giving in this creative work. For the same
purpose, this study coming up with the following study
objectives i) to develop identity theory in the area of stating
identity with upholding aim taking into consideration ii) to
reasonable justify the major developed theories iii) to analyze the
conceptual ideal of the developed theories

Result and discussion

Overview on the area of developed theory

Stating identity must generally accompany with its own aim. In
general as to such aim building theoretically as if must be taking
hold in the case of handling diversity, diverse identity couple
with humanity issue as violation human right strongly
interrelation with the ill conservation and ill preservation of the
reality on the ground as the reality as if diverse with in a
community as well as intercommunity cases of taking into
consideration. Likewise, the emblematic aim of identity stating
usually taking into consideration of combating prejudice,
stereotype, chauvinism, inappropriate favoritism, discrimination,
nepotism, partiality, inappropriate handling of necessary
correctional taking holding, violation of human right, etc
against identity acquiring of any of any that up hold elsewhere

across the globe either taking hold personally by private
individuals as well as up hold communally by certain
community.

For the aforementioned purpose of combating various
mentioned negative perception towards identity of any totally or
equally to come up with certain correctional means of past
mismanagement of identity of any including the holders of the
same and other identity as if the paper coming up with new area
of theory for the purpose of the same correctional and other
area of concern taking into account. For the same purpose to
come up with certain correctional justification, the following
area of theory development comes to being. That is to mean
while advocacy of stating identity in appropriate way as well as
possibly universalized way as if taking into consideration with its
own aim of positive bearing impact ensuing including injustice
and other adverse practices correctional and beyond as if
obliged. In such case, stating identity usually coming to being
with its own appropriate aim taking into consideration that
might fill the gap exist or created and resulted due to paucity of
officially stating certain types of identity in appropriate and
legalized way as the case also requires its own appropriate
justifiable claim based on theoretical principle. In other words,
certain latent or manifest inappropriate result might be resulted
if justifiably stating only single among acquired as well as
plurality mentioning if not allowed as general view of taking
into account.

In such case bi-identity considerably coming up with justifiable
reasonable assumption to make allow not only acquiring but
also stating both concurrently with purposeful aims either
correctional aim having or combating upcoming negative
perception of discrimination and beyond. As to such aim
building based on its own theory as well as theory based in
justifiable way as if must be consideration taken. In such case,
saving any identity taking holding from the above negatively
impacting perception up holding and perceiving in such a way as
if among the consideration given area of the advocacy and
building theory in the same area. for the purpose of this study,
usually the formerly built theories with the purpose of justifiable
bearing guideline and fundamental assumption towards stating
acquired identity in appropriate and as a public either the case
acquired single identity or beyond must followed by building
theory to show the aim and positivity that resulted from
appropriately stating a sort of identity to come up with another
justifiable principle and philosophical ideal to strength not only
the considerable area in this study but also the claim of stating
within the aforementioned former study up holding.
Furthermore, universalizing the ideal possibly issued as usually
pluralism and diverse identity exist elsewhere across the globe
must be positively seen, promoted based on equality, justice, free
will of the holders of the same or other identity as if individual
person or communally exist among any community. The issue of
aim building might be incorporated additional theory for
caution taking into account while any usual consideration giving
taking place in relation to diversity and diverse identity
mentioning including the way advocacy would be carried out.
This is for the purpose of taking into effect of abstainism ideal
of in the area of theory built consideration given as if named as
Stainism or considerably abstainism itself.
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As stated above, theory of identity aiming for the usually stated
purpose of combating negative impact of that followed un
allowing of stating certain diverse identity officially practiced
publically as public endeavor either perception holding as well as
target to save any pluralism and diverse identity up hold
elsewhere by any diverse entity of human being as if must
consideration given here based on its own theory. Among such
here below exhaustively analyzed.

CORRECTIONISM THEORY OF IDENTITY

This theory states that identity assimilation and hampering
either systematically or coercively taking hold towards especially
among such the usual target of merging identity by the name of
sameness unity based state formation as well as building
afterwards. As such, this must correctively accurate and judging
sameness unity of assimilation carried out including propaganda
must be consideration given as the one that negatively impact
bearing on the same or other identity taking hold as if elsewhere
exist. As injustice somewhere easily reach some other places as if
taking holding the same corrective judgment whether the case
taking place nearby to the considerable diverse identity having
taking hold as the major stakeholder as if national at the local
level or the case of internationally exist entity at the global
context.

The same theory stated that correcting the way past in justice
bearing negative perception towards certain identity or diverse
identity must be issued. The ideal of this theory tried to state as
the method correction work engagement based on awareness
creation, long term education service delivery including illiteracy
campaign of the same area of adult education and lifelong
learning. For this purpose correctional work engagement might
be followed by compensation delivery not to the formerly
disadvantaged identity holding group of community or
individual elite formerly encountered injustice but work
engagement bearing of the same area of activities as well as
appropriate campaign bearing guideline of the same project how
to be handled including the national government body as well as
including the ruling class elites regime holding that
consideration given such issue of aim delivery. Among such
issue of campaign constructing, building the guideline,
fundamental assumption, designing plan on the same area and
beyond as if must be consideration given while motivational
compensation taking holding well payment for the professionals
engagement on such work projects as well as the way realization
taking hold.

ACCEPTIANISM THEORY OF IDENTITY

Accepting all as of sameness to submissive identity based
assumption and philosophical understanding if appropriately
handled by the usual taking holding regime holders if damage
and hampering might be un exist. However, damaging in a
systematical method by the name of political propaganda of the
case of national unity, territorial integrity, economic growth over
human right preservation as formerly seen across the globe in
several areas and with in several countries as if must be banned
legally, not only at local level in separate way but also at global
level and internationalizing its legality as if obliged. Sometimes
legality building considerably that can lead to detachment from

the considerable international participation based on sanction
taking holding as if possible among the to be considerable to
way in the lane of the whole exist identity taking holding with
partitionism and divisibility inculcation into the minds of
citizens elsewhere exist across the globe. In such case being from
local level based on nationally as exist country level as if possibly
but the case must taking hold at international level including
not only based on the usual advocacy of its universalizing but
also want into realizing to put it into effect in practical way as if
must be considerably taking into account as if also elsewhere
advocacy campaign usually possible through media, discussion
and talking around the table including venue based discussion
from local level at the grassroots level to the international level
must be issued as a major agenda taking hold, however, usually
for political propaganda as among the debate majorly exist
taking into consideration within among few countries but
labeling of lacking guideline as theory based frequently in the
midst of the usually stating to not to be taking hold in pragmatic
way but finally the decision taking hold as a normally exist way
as a norm of stating only a single identity among the majorly the
respective taking hold population controlled and acquired. As to
such, this theory more beneficial to taking hold perceptual
acceptance that alongside or equivocally followed by more
correctional injustice bear same other places largely without
distinction as if stating usually hopefully coming up with
accepting positively for all exist diverse identity as well as diverse
having community usually must be possibly the elements taking
into consideration as the resultant consequence.

STAINISM THEORY OF IDENTITY

Stainism is the theory that states whether the case of
normativism on the case of sameness and else consideration
given as well building pluralism and diversity issue as well also
propaganda of submissive theory of identity the handling
diversity consideration given as perfectionism as if must be
forgotten consideration given as correctiveness agenda of totality
in a basket of totalitarianism means of advocacy must be
banned.

For the case of appropriately handling this diversity and diverse
identity in harmonizing way as if building peacefully coexitently
with in diversity and pluralism as if at least at initial phase
diversity and diverse identity taking holding federalism or if not
the latter cofederalism for as if the major appropriate political
state structure.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The study incorporates various theories identity in relation to
stating own acquired identity as well couple with the aim of
stating. In such way the most important issue of consideration
given theories within the study taking hold inclusively
correctionism theory of identity, acceptianism theory of identity
as well as stainism theory in the same area of taking into
account. In such way the first one stresses on the issue of
correctional taking holding in the area of identity while
mentioning the same aim of correctional issue taking holding
and realization of the same taking hold as if the major issue that
consideration given. In the second one acceptianism as if taking
into issue of the area of the way identity of stating either for the
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acquired single identity as well as beyond either by identity and
beyond in the case of normative and submissive theory of stating
identity taking holding.
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